Carnegie Council Presents the Winter Issue of its Journal, "Ethics & International Affairs," Including Roundtable on the Roles of International War and Just War Theory

This issue contains essays how to slow the proliferation of major conventional weapons and on why international governance of geoengineering is so desperately needed; a roundtable on the overlapping relationship between the laws and the ethics of war; a feature comparing the relative moral culpability of a carbon emitter to that of a benevolent climate engineer, with three responses; and book reviews.

(PRWEB) December 11, 2017 -- Carnegie Council presents the Winter 2017 issue of "Ethics & International Affairs." It contains essays by Jonathan D. Caverley on how to slow the proliferation of major conventional weapons and Janos Pasztor on why international governance of geoengineering is so desperately needed; a roundtable on the overlapping relationship between the laws and the ethics of war, with contributions from David Luban, Valerie Morkevičius, James Turner Johnson, and Edward Barrett; a feature by Christopher J. Preston comparing the relative moral culpability of a carbon emitter to that of a benevolent climate engineer, with responses from Holly Lawford-Smith, Sikina Jinnah and Douglas Bushey, and Mike Hulme; and book reviews from Michael Goodhart, Ryan Jenkins, Sophie Rosenberg, Anna Stilz, and Matt Zwolinski.
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Briefly Noted

ABOUT "ETHICS & INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS"
"Ethics & International Affairs" aims to help close the gap between theory and practice (and between theorists and practitioners) by publishing original articles, essays, and book reviews that integrate rigorous thinking about principles of justice and morality into discussions of practical dilemmas related to current policy developments, global institutional arrangements, and the conduct of important international actors. Go to https://www.ethicsandinternationalaffairs.org/
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